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important aid was rendered by residents of Basra and 'Amara
and later by the discovery of old registers, the essential informa-
tion concerning the complicated and often inconsistent system
had to be gleaned by investigation and experience.
British Military authorities had at first no time to deal with
Revenue or Fiscal matters except Customs.  With the arrival,
however, of Mr. Dobbs in January, 1915, as Revenue Com-
missioner, the work was taken in hand.  The taxes demanded
by the Turks had to be ascertained, the proportion paid before
the arrival of the Expeditionary Force had to be discovered,
and a collecting agency improvised.*  Methods of assessment
had to be learned.  In the first months, the process of learning
was by trial and error, tempered by the desire to win the
confidence and goodwill of the Arabs and to impress them with
the difference between the Turkish and the British methods of
government. In some sections, as around 'Amara, the revenue
was farmed out to great landowners on terms which kept them
loyal to the British. In other sections it was remitted in part,2
and in still others, entirely, as at Qurna in 1915.3   In some
districts the tax on date trees alone was collected, and this in
small  proportion  to  former  Turkish  demands.4    In  other
districts where the landowners were obviously paying on too
few trees, the number was raised, with the alternative that
owners might demand a recount. No such demands occurred.
Considering the  difficulties,  it is  not surprising that only
Rs. 20,000 (approximately £1400) in land revenue was collected
in the five months of the first fiscal year (ending March 3ist,
1915) following the British occupation.6
Full development of the Revenue Department was to come
after Baghdad wilayet had been taken over.6 Nevertheless,
1 Revenue Administration Report, 1915, p. i.	2 Ibid.	3 Ibid.
4PO. Reports, 1916-1917: Hammar Lake Area, 1916-1917, p. 57.
6 Revenue Admin. Report, 1915.
6 The Turkish system and the British methods in the various aspects of the
Revenue Department will be described m greater detail in a later section dealing
with the development of the Administration from 1917 onwards. Infra,
pp. naff.
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